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Your Admissions Counselors
Meet Your Admissions Counselors
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Kevin Noriega
Phone: 302.857.7780
Email: kenoriega@desu.edu

[1]

Recruitment Area: Out-of-State Territories
Favorite College Memory: My favorite college memory was all the moments I experienced
as part of the DSU baseball team. We shared many memories as a family.
Why Should Students Choose DSU: Delaware State University is an institution that has
many opportunities to offer, not only to grow and develop yourself as an individual, but also as
a professional. DSU provides a benchmark due to its diverse and unique students from
around the globe; from France to China to Vietnam. DSU gives you the opportunity to shine
and to improve everyday by offering the students the necessary tools and facilities that, when
combined with your talent and hard work, you will be able and will have the capability to reach
your life goals and objectives.
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Roger Phillips

Phone: 302.857.7356
Email: raphillips@desu.edu [2]
Recruitment Area: Delaware
Favorite College Memory: Becoming Student Government Association Vice President 20082009
Why Should Students Choose DSU: Great family atmosphere, academics and it?s
affordable.
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Pia Stokes

Phone: 302.857.7147
Email: pzstokes@desu.edu

[3]

Recruitment Area: Transfer, International and Graduate Students
Favorite College Memory: Traveling and performing with the Marching Band (M3)
Why Should Students Choose DSU: DSU represents everyone and wants to be the
institution that gives students the opportunity to grow, thrive and pave the way for their future.
We are giving our students an opportunity to be a part of the New DSYou!
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Cheston Boyd

Phone: 302.857.6357
Email: chboyd@desu.edu [4]
Recruitment Area: New York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania
Favorite College Memory: Thurgood Marshall Conference
Why Should Students Choose DSU: DSU offers endless opportunities that are not afforded
at any other institution.
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Danyel Jones
Phone: 302.857.6103
Email: danjones@desu.edu [5]

Recruitment Area: Washington DC, Maryland and Virginia
Favorite College Memory: Being elected Student Government Association President
Why Should Students Choose DSU: Why NOT choose DSU?! This is a place where
someone can grow from a young student to a young adult with all the tools and support in
order to be successful in the real world. DSU is a home away from home, a haven for
blossoming in and out of the classroom, preparing young adults to exceed within top career
fields. In everything you do, be highly motivated, deeply dedicated and show no slack
because there is always someone else who would be more than enthused to be in your
position!
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